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Story

The Middle Ages are one of the most exciting eras!

Follow the footsteps of history and solve three crime cases from that era: The Monk without a face has to

be caught, Emperor Frederick I. is in great danger and a theft at Leonardo da Vinci’s studio becomes a

case for his master student. And you can guess along!

Do you dare to go on a Mission History?

An exciting paperback-collection of three thrilling crime stories with black-and-white illustrations set in

the era of the Middle Ages. Readers from the age of 10 can investigate and solve the Mission History – and

it’s promised: Action and History are not a contradiction!

Renée Holler

Renée Holler was born in Würzburg in 1956. She studied ethnology, then worked in a publishing house and

after that travelled extensively. Since 1992 she lives in Oxford where she spends her time writing and
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translating.

 

Fabian Lenk

Fabian Lenk was born in 1963 in Salzgitter. He went to university in Munich, worked for the Abendzeitung

and the Express, and is editor-in-chief of the Syker Kurier since 1999. He has published six crime novels for

adults and lives near Bremen with his wife and his son.

 

Annette Neubauer

More titles in this series

Mission History - The Ancient

World
Mission History - Three

Detective Stories from the Age

of the Explorers

Mission History – Genius

Scientists
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